
Member Nodes - Bug #8295

MNDeployment # 7082 (Operational): USGS Science Data Catalog (SDC)

USGS base URL changed to https

2018-02-05 18:39 - Dave Vieglais

Status: Closed Start date: 2018-02-05

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Mark Servilla % Done: 100%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Story Points:    

Description

The base URL for the USGS MN has changed from http to https, with a redirect from http to https.

The USGS node document needs to be updated to reflect this change to ensure ongoing normal operations. This change should be

made on the MN, and an updateNodeCapabilities call made to the CN to update information there.

History

#1 - 2018-02-06 14:30 - Mark Servilla

On Tue, Feb 6, 2018 at 7:13 AM, Stokes, Aaron M. stokesam@ornl.gov wrote:

Good morning, Mark.

We’ve been dealing with similar issues with other applications here, so it doesn’t surprise me that this has become an issue for our node as well. 

Thank you for the heads up. I’ll try to get these items updated as soon as I have a free moment.

Thank you,

Aaron Stokes

From: Mark Servilla [mailto:mark.servilla@gmail.com]

Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 7:37 PM

To: Stokes, Aaron M. stokesam@ornl.gov

Cc: Forrester, Amy Louise aforres4@utk.edu

Subject: urn:node:USGS_SDC web protocol change from HTTP to HTTPS...

Hi Aaron,

I am not sure if you are still involved with the USGS_SDC DataONE member node, but we have noticed that the base URL is now issuing a 302

redirect from HTTP to HTTPS. Unfortunately, the DataONE coordinating node does not follow redirects, and this results in an error when

attempting to communicate with the USGS_SDC member node. The easiest solution would be for you to update you node registration

information at (PUT) https://cn.dataone.org/cn/v2/node/urn:node:USGS_SDC with an updated version of the node_registration.xml document

that reflects the new protocol. Perhaps now would also be a good time to add a new DataONE user at https://search.dataone.org and update the

"Contact Subject" field, also in the node registration document, if Jim Green is no longer the primary point of contact.

Please let me know if there is another contact at ORNL whom I should be contacting with regard to this issue or if you have any further

questions. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark

 

Mark Servilla

mark.servilla@gmail.com
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#2 - 2018-02-06 18:50 - Amy Forrester

2/1/18: {reply from Aaron Stokes} We’ve been dealing with similar issues with other applications here, so it doesn’t surprise me that this has

become an issue for our node as well.  Thank you for the heads up. I’ll try to get these items updated as soon as I have a free moment.

#3 - 2018-02-12 19:03 - Amy Forrester

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

- Status changed from New to Closed

#4 - 2018-02-12 19:31 - Amy Forrester

production-node-status test passed on 2/12/18
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